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Konrad Basler, Dorlilcon an der Grenze des Wachstums. Zur Kulturgeschichte einer Zilrcher

Dorfschaft im 17. Jahrhundert. Stiifa: Th. Gut Verlag (in Kommission), 1998. Pp. 221.
This impressive study has three main sections. The author offers, first, what he titles as

Erzlihlung, that is narrative or story. In five chapters he gives a wealth of detail about the lives of the
Dorlikon families, their struggle to meet the challenges of a sometimes harsh climate, their sparse
resources due to bad harvests, the resulting loss of rented farms, and the cycles of birth, procreation,
and death. Their valorous strivings as well as occasional misdeeds are reconstructed with meticulous
concern for exact documentation. Key documents are cited in their original seventeenth century
German. What emerges is a moving picture of people experiencing population growth which,
however, was checked by the limitations of available resources and a relentless set of taxes and tithes
exacted by the owning classes. The author also reveals the staying power of human sexual drives and
the at times almost generous tolerance of premarital entanglements of the young in contrast to the
occasionally brutal punishment of adult offenders. K. Basler's narrative paints a picture of
Dorlikon's people without condescension and in the spirit of the true historian: "They become alive
again," he observes; "one shares their joys and pains. We honor them in that we save them from
being forgotten and gratefully acknowledge their lives. Because every future builds on origins
[Herkunft]" (p.203 ).
The book's second part is titled "Explanations and Commentary." It discusses issues raised
by the evidence in each of the narrative's chapters. The passage relating to 1.7, for instance,
comments "On the Advantage of Seeing the Total Picture [Vom Vorteil des Oberblicks]." The
author observes that the distance created by the passage of time allows one to understand a historical
situation in its near completeness on the basis of the remnants of the past preserved in archives. The
documents stored there - although themselves partial only, often featuring the unusual in the flow of
daily life, and at times accidental in their having been rescued from oblivion - allow the conscientious
historian to gain a certain overview denied those in the midst of the vagaries of life with its joys and
struggles and the uncertainties of what the next turn of events might bring. Other entries explore
issues such as the Reformed Church's view of the plague as presented by the pastor in official
declarations read from the pulpit. "If one analyzes in detail the time of the plague," K. Basler
observes," one too is gripped by the fear which our ancestors had to endure." The documents speak
of "the angry God [zornige Gott]" and it seems that "in the light of the rough and raw daily life
one viewed God as an angry executioner" (156).
The second section ends with a brief, yet important set of "reflections", detailing the
underlying assumption of the author. He declares that in our time "the limits of growth have been
expanded to such an extent that we neither see nor feel the incompatibility between growth and the
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limited set of the naturally given. Such limits. however. will be set again for those coming after
us"(204). What the seventeenth century Dorlikon people could not expand was the given space
["der unvermehrbare Raum", p. 206], that is the commune's meadows, grazing areas, and forests
[Gemeindebann]. They had to live "in harmony with nature," that is to follow a way of life without
our present-day taken for granted use of fossil energy such as coal, gasoline, and natural gas (p.
206). Food equals energy and is to be defined as "'the ability to do work,"' Basler declares (p.
207). He quotes the Andelfinger set of local ordinances: "It is also a custom and a right that one
gives each woman a wagon load of wood who brings a child, be she a native or an alien who is here
confined [~ ist auch Gewonheyt und Recht das man gipt yeder Frouwen ein Karren Holz die ein
Kyndli bringt, sy syg heimbsch aid frombd die hie nider kompt]" (207). "Not gold, incense, and
myrrh: Energy wood!", the author wistfully adds (p. 207). What Dorlikon's inhabitants feared most
was the "Auffall," the loss of one's homestead despite valiant and relentless work. One was bound,
furthermore, to God's will as expressed by the ordinances of the owning elite which at times ruled
with a heavy and merciless hand. K. Basler concludes this part with an important hint: He intimates a
"Sinnfindungskrise:" - may a historian reconstructing peoples' lives of years long past find
meaning in their seemingly endless struggle to make it, to survive crisis in its multiple guises climatic, communal, and capricious absentee rule? The author affirms this question with the claim:
"The simple faith of the Dorlikon people, together with the challenge of life's struggle, preserved
them from our crisis of finding meaning. The majority was grateful for their fulfilled life on
earth"(p. 211).
The book's "Appendix"·· gives a meticulously constructed listing of homesteads [Haushaltungen] and of genealogical data on Dorlikon's [since 1878 Thalheim's an der Thur] families of
Basler, Epprecht, Fehr, Frei, Hasenfratz, Ntissli, Roggensinger, Schleuss, Schmid, Singer, and
Weidmann. Genealogists who have worked with such materials will realize what amount of patient
work such a listing involves; they will also be grateful for the "Glossary" (pp. 218-219), explaining
the meaning of peculiar German words contained in the documents as well as the data on old
measurements, weights, and coins (pp. 220-221).
This book is truly a labor of love, an effort to connect the present generation with those who
have gone before, an attempt to reconstruct accurately, yet with empathy, past lives in their beauty,
limitation, and occasional meanness. Despite its form of juxtaposed rather than fully integrated
vignettes, it will stand the test of time because of its wealth of detail, its ties to the primary sources, and
its analytically astute yet cautious stance.

Leo Schelbert
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The first volume of Kenneth McRae's four-country
study of multilingual societies, first published in
1984, has been out of print for several years. This
second edition features a new Foreword by the
distinguished Swiss editor and author Marcel
Schwander, a long-time leading interpreter of
relations among the Swiss language groups.
Schwander traces new strains and tensions in the
1980s and 1990s, and reactions of the Swiss political system oriented towards containment o,.resolu tion of these new challenges. The result is a
picture of continuing adjustment and openness to
change in this pre-eminently successful example of
linguistic co-existence, a result that continues five
centuries of Swiss experience with societal pluralism and diversity.
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